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Abstract—Testing cyber security in realistic Internet scenarios
requires large scale environments. DeterLab is one of the main
testbeds for cyber security research. Nevertheless, DeterLab
has limited physical resources and users contend to obtain
experimental nodes, limiting the scale of possible tests. This paper
proposes the use of virtual networks developed in the Future
Internet Testbed with Security (FITS) to enhance DeterLab
current capabilities.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Internet cyber security development emphazises in a reactive approach, risks are insuficiently evaluated at design and
implementation phases and security mechanisms are developed
as responses to successful attacks. Integration of Internet technologies in critical infrastructures would greatly increase the
impact of security attacks. Therefore, better tools to evaluate
cyber security and aid the development of security mechanisms during the whole stage of design and implementation
are neccesary. Simulation is an alternative to test network
topologies and protocols; nonetheless, many risks in cyber
security are present in the application layer. Using simulations
to model behavior at application layer is a complex and
expensive process. Realistic and scalable environments to test
cyber security, that represent application layer behavior are
necessary
II. T ESTBEDS FOR R ESEARCH IN I NTERNET OF THE
F UTURE AND C YBER S ECURITY
Testbeds offer an infrastructure that represents in a realistic
way the technologies and protocols under study, because
testbeds implement the protocol stack until application level,
allowing to test vulnerabilities in specific implementations.
The Grupo de Teleinformática e Automação (GTA), in collaboration with other institutions, developed the Future Internet
Testbed with Security (FITS). FITS is an open source testbed
based in Openflow and Xen virtualization technologies [1].
In FITS Xen virtual machines use OpenFlow to create experimental networks, which makes the testbed compatible with any
operating system. The virtualization mechanisms of Xen and
OpenFlow guarantee strong isolation between networks [1].
The use of virtual machines allows testing of protocols real
behavior and applications under any given kernel supported
by Xen.
DeterLab [2] is a cyber security research testbed based in
Emulab [3]. DeterLab users describe their experiment with
a language that extends Ns-2. After description, users gain
root access to a specified node set with a custom operating
system. Deterlab provides a safe environment to perform
cyber security experiments through the following features:
Experiment network topology is built using VLAN tags and
a switched network; firewalls are used to ensure that no

traffic leaves the experimental network and physical nodes are
formatted between experiments. Finally, DeterLab offers an
attack and defense tools repository. Nevertheless, DeterLab has
limited physical resources that should be shared among testbed
users and limits the scale of experiments performed. Large
scale scenarios are desired to effectively test cyber security
mechanisms in Internet applications against attacks like Denial
of Service (DoS) or worm propagation. Also, the only routing
algorithm currently supported by DeterLab is OSPF, which
limits the type of experiments that can be performed.
III. V IRTUAL N ETWORKS T ESTBED FOR C YBER S ECURITY
R ESEARCH
This paper proposes the integration of virtual networks
technologies developed in FITS with DeterLab to enhance
its current capabilities. We argue that the integration of Xen
virtual routers and software defined networks capabilities of
OpenFlow provides the following benefits: i) improve the use
of physical resources inside DeterLab, which would enable the
creation of large scale experiments that better represent DoS
and worm propagation attacks in Internet scenarios, ii) the use
of OpenFlow allows to perform cyber security experiments in
novel routing protocols, which is not yet possible in DeterLab,
iii) the integration of DeterLab repository and environment
provides a testbed to test OpenFlow, Xen and in general Future
Internet vulnerabilities and risks.
IV. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
We presented the proposal to extend DeterLab current
capabilities with the use of FITS technologies to create a
cyber security testbed for Future Internet. As future work,
we propose an evaluation of OpenFlow performance under
DoS experiments and network routing performance of virtual
machines sharing the same Deterlab physical nodes.
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